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His words had stuck with her. And his kiss. 

It was difficult to forget a kiss like that,
especially coming from someone...well,
someone like Byron. She'd spent more time
than she'd like to admit trying not to think
about the kiss—about how sweet it was. She'd
forgotten kisses could be so sweet. She'd tried
extra hard to forget how his lips had lingered.
And how in lingering he'd awakened starbursts
inside of her. Small starbursts of eternity. 

Roxie frowned deeply. Being touched... It had
been so long since she had really been
touched. The hollowness in her had turned
into a resounding ache, and for a few
moments, she'd thought about bringing
Byron's mouth back down to hers. For a few
moments, she'd craved more than his
companionship. She'd craved the contact. The
promise of heat that came with it. 

But had she wanted it—had she wanted him—
for the single reason that heat could erode
loneliness? There was trust there. There was
affection. For those small starbursts of
eternity, there had been longing and the
promise of flame. It had been too long since
she'd felt the sheer, electrical pulse of new
chemistry. 

Why did it seem like so long since she'd felt
the flame? The passion? 

"What was wrong with the old Roxie?" 
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It 's the dream house, and Byron and
Roxie are the two unwilling people who
must share it. But Byron has a secret. He
has feelings for Roxie.. .and living with
her will most certainly drive him crazy.. .
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Reviews
"The author gives you fun little twists and turns that

will make you smile! She gives you a hunk of a man

who is smart, sexy and keeps Roxie wondering!" 

"The author does a good job of making us

care about these characters and always want

more! I do enjoy reading this series!"

Gayle Pace on Goodreads Author Ashley Dawn 
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